FACULTY EVALUATIONS
For
RADIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
GRADUATE STUDENT PRESENTATION

PART I
Each question is worth 10 points. Evaluate the candidate on scale of 1-10 (10 excellent, 1 poor)

1. Does the candidate present evidence of having a relevant and current research proposal? Score________
   Is there compelling evidence that this research data cannot be extrapolated from existing information?

2. Is the research designed to identify gaps in knowledge of the Radiological Sciences? Score________

3. Are the research objectives or hypothesis presented for: clarity, consistency, and validity?
   Are the concepts, variables, endpoints, criteria, etc. defined in operational terms?

4. Are the procedures and instruments described adequately and appropriate for measurement? Score________
   Is information to reliability and validity of instrumentation and other issues related to data generated?

5. Are there adequate safeguards to protect the privacy and safety of research subjects? Score________
   Are there any risks to the research subjects (patient) or research personnel that have not been considered?

6. Are plans for data collection and data analysis adequately described? Score________

7. Is the research planned for timely completion of the scope of required tasks? Score________
   Is there a timely accounting of physical progress and cost expenditures?

8. Does the physical process and cost expenditures of this research justify a major contribution to the Radiological Sciences? Score________

9. Are the specific aims of this research related to the long-term goals of the Radiological Science program? Score________

10. Does completion of this research contributing scientifically to man’s scientific knowledge base? Score________

TOTAL________
PART II

Overall Presentation Rating

Each category is worth 10 points. Evaluate the candidate on a scale of 1-10 (10 excellent, 1 poor)

Research skills________; Clinical abilities_____; Clinical relevance_______;

Complexity of physics model_____; Radiological Sciences application____;

Personality and presentation style______; Effective use of language______;

Professional credibility______; Graphics______; Effort______;

TOTAL SCORE________

Additional comments or notes that would be helpful to the student or student’s faculty committee in preparation of research proposal or defense of proposal:

Faculty____________________________________________________ Date________________